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Some characteristics of experiments in
genomics, proteomics and metabolomics

A sample of cells (≈ obs units), from an organism (≈ exp units),
with a history, on which the measurements are to be made

in one or more possible states, e.g. genotype, disease, chemical
treatment (≈ treatments), to which

a lot of delicate wet lab preliminaries - extraction, amplification,
labelling…- are applied, leading to the analyte (my term),

which is submitted to a complex piece of equipment, on which
lots (100s - 1,000,000s) of measurements are made.
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Some characteristics, cont.
The measurements are usually fluorescence intensities or

counts, often highly pre-processed, with transformation,
normalization and summarization usually being needed
before analysis.

There is rarely a single objective, and frequently no clearly
stated goal; often it’s a screen ≈ fishing expedition, e.g. a
good outcome can be finding ≥1, many, if not all genes or
proteins or metabolites (g/p/m’s) satisfying some condition.

The concept of replicate can be subtle: biological replicates
are usually clear, but there can be technical replicates of
differing degrees, depending on how much of the process
they share. Necessarily, #replicates << # measurements.
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Some characteristics, cont.

Many (most) G/P/M “experiments” are in reality observational
studies, with complex measurement processes. However,
the latter can and should be “experiment-like” and its design
always needs attention.

Corollary: Design here means the union of classical (statistical)
experimental design, as in agriculture, industry, etc, with the
design of non-experimental studies, as in epidemiology.

In some cases, the experiments are necessarily sequential,
even though this can be very dangerous (see later).
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Some characteristics, concluded

The variability of the measurements (vary) across “replicate” experimental
and observational units can be very variable, depending on context.

Very roughly,

      vary(cell samples from cell lines)
<< vary(cell samples from inbred organisms)
< vary(cell samples from untreated outbred organisms)
< vary(cell samples from treated/pathological outbred organisms),  and

vary(single cells) < vary(cell samples) < vary(tissues) < vary(organs).

In many cases, such as cancer studies, the samples exhibit considerable
variation due to recorded and unrecorded non-biological factors, and
known and unknown biology. Then i.i.d. is a fiction best left in textbooks.
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The cDNA and short oligo technologies: in brief
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Keith Baggerly beside a
MALDI-TOF instrument
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Major classes of G/P/M experiments

The majority are comparative, e.g. compare g/p/m
concentrations in drug-treated vs control cells (an assigned
treatment), or mutant vs wild-type, tumour vs normal, stage
2 vs stage 1 ...cells (an observed state).

Others seek to identify g/p/m whose concentrations are
associated with some quantitative feature of the samples,
such as time to recurrence of a cancer.

A variant on this is classification of the samples into groups
that are given a priori.

Yet others are more exploratory, seeking sets of genes
sharing observed patterns, or sets of samples which seem
to cluster in a meaningful way (and the genes which do so).
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Why should we help design “experiments”
in genomics, proteomics and metabolomics?

In theory, the usual reason: to reduce bias and variance, i.e. to
reduce mean-squared error, in estimates of parameters of
interest, given the practical constraints operating.

In practice: to ensure that the planned experiment is feasible;
that the questions of interest can be answered if the
experiment proceeds as planned; and to avoid disaster.
Efficiency comes a long way behind these three.

Having said this, randomization, replication and local control
are still tools we work with, plus the design principles from
epidemiology.
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Cartoon case study #1: Parkinson’s in mice

A grad student in a neurobiology lab was studying Parkinson’s disease
using mid-brain tissue from an inbred strain of mice.

There are 5 treatment groups, incl. a control, and 4 replicate chips per
treatment group were run. Brain cells from 3 mice were pooled to get the
mRNA. The platform was the Affymetrix U74Av2 murine chip.

They were interested in identifying genes exhibiting treatment differences.

The statistician worked under my (emailed) directions, and analysed the
data beginning with our standard Affy qc, see next slide.
(Affymetrix’s qc exhibited just one “bad” chip…the remainder passed.)

The problem was this: none of the genes were significantly differentially
expressed at any reasonable adjusted level, which flew in the face of
prior knowledge. Something was wrong! Digging revealed what it was.
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Our basic Affymetrix qc plots

Color denotes replicate: “treatments” in successive sets of 4.

WorryingWorrying!

Bad!
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What had happened

The 20 microarrays were done in replicate batches of at 4
very different times : in 2003, 2004, 2005 and 2007.

There were 3 technicians involved.
The purple replicates are done using expired chips.
The green replicate was scanned by one scanner; all the

others were scanned by another scanner .
Supposedly.
     Paraphrased comment by the grad student:
   “I suspect that they were more than 2 scanners. Some chips were

processed by the microarray core here in ……, and some by the
Comprehensive Cancer Center facility, so at least two scanners were
used.”
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Finale to Case study #1

    Viewing replicates (times) as a blocking factor and simply
adjusting for them was of no use. The effects were non-
additive, in the sense that a single gene analysis of the
treatment × replicates array, including a Tukey ODOFFNA,
usually had a highly significant ODOF.

Nothing at the analysis stage helped.

The patient was dead.
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Cartoon case study #2: prostate cancer
An acquaintance did gene expression measurements on formalin-fixed

paraffin embedded prostate biopsy samples. That he got in touch with
me at all was an ominous sign, as he had his own statistician.

The clinical outcome (relapse/ no relapse) is known for each patient.

Each sample is a (≈ known) mixture of several different tissue types.

The goals of the project are to identify genes for which the expression level
in any tissue-type differs between relapsers and non-relapsers, and for
each identified gene, find in which tissue types the differences reside.

46 patients total,  27 patients relapsed, 55 gene expression measurements
with HG-U133A Affymetrix GeneChips, 14 different processing dates.

Unsurprisingly, data quality varied greatly, and with age. What was worse,
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Sample age matters….a lot

“I fear that the most easily accessible and largest tissue samples were
done first without regards to relapse status. Relapse is 1/4 of the samples,
so they are rarer in that strategy. Then, later, a concerted effort was made
to make the numbers more equal by selecting mostly relapse cases.”
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Finale to Case study #2

A student of mine has derived an analysis which to some
extent deals with the confounding of the treatment with the
time, although it is far from satisfactory.

We get no genes of interest at any respectable adjusted
significance level, but many of our highly ranked genes are
ones with some record of being related to prostate cancer.

This gives a little confidence in the ones that are not already
known.

We’re moving on to help him with other data.
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•  100 ovarian cancer patients
•  100 normal controls
•  16 patients with “benign disease”
Method: Use 50 cancer and 50 normal spectra to train a
classifier and test the algorithm on the remaining samples.

Results
•  Correctly classified 50/50 of the ovarian cancer cases.
•  Correctly classified 46/50 of the normal cases.
•  Correctly classified 16/16 of the benign disease as “other”.

Lancet, 359, 2002:572-7
Cartoon case study #3
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Many questions have been raised
concerning these data (Baggerly et al)

The results are not reproducible from the “same” data
An apparent change of protocol near the end of data set
No time-m/z calibration appears to have been done
No evidence of randomized order of processing
Good separation achievable using peaks from the noise (see over)

 Nothing about the samples - their method of collection or
processing, or any clinical or demographic information concerning
them - apart from their case/control status, is referred to or used in
the analysis.
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A later update on this initial work

   In July 2004, the same team (Conrads et al, Endocrine Related
Cancer 11 163-178) processed samples with their original
Ciphergen SELDI technology and also with a higher resolution
AB instrument, called the QqTOF. They pay particular attention
to QA/QC.

    They demonstrated 100% sensitivity and 100% specificity for
identifying cancer from normal, and state that this “emerging
paradigm” is ready to go to a large clinical study.

     We focus on parts of their Figures 6 and 7.
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Record count by run date

QA/QC for the higher accuracy
QSTAR instrument: color = dayRe
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Quality is deteriorating
as time goes on. They 
do something about it, 
see next slide.
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In passing, we learn that the controls were mainly
done on day 1, and the cancers on days 2,3…..

And we haven’t even got to the sample preparation,
……or the epidemiology. 

in a context where something (quality) was clearly changing.

Record counts post QA/QC Controls left, Cancers right.
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Finale to Case study #3

The “emerging paradigm” has yet to emerge. Four-six years
on we are still waiting for a blood test to detect ovarian
cancer, not to mention one with no errors of either type.
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Let’s recognize 6 main phases
in a G/P/M experiment/study

1. Pre-acquisition: selection and preparation of experimental
material, choice of platform technology

2. Cell sample acquisition and storage
3. Molecule sample (analyte) acquisition: including any

extraction, labeling, amplification, and so on
4. Assay design: assignment of analytes to components of the

technology
5. Assay execution: the actual conduct of the assay, including

time, places and conditions, protocols, reagents, operators,
equipment used, and so on;

6. Analysis.

An obvious comment is that this is not entirely sequential. There are connections between these
steps, so the whole thing has to be thought through in advance, or disaster can result.
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Where might the statistician come in?
1: Pre-acquisition

General: Discuss the entire study right now, especially vary

Units: organisms (people, rodents, plants, cell lines, cells..)

Design: usually epidemiological issues here, retrospective or
prospective, use of other variables (clinical, non-clinical, …)

Other issues: choice of platform (Agilent, Illumina, Affymetrix,
custom two-channel, etc), effect of pre-acquisition variables

End result: a study design, a platform, an appreciation of the
challenges (including the vary), perhaps a clear goal or three
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Examples of other variables

 Clinical variables:
DODiag - date of diagnosis [primary date]
DOD - date of death
Stage - tumour stage
Age – age of patients
Site - tumour site

Cell sample information
Sdays - Days from bank date to date last seen
Ddays - Days from bank date to date of death
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Motherhood for the epi part

• Avoid bias (e.g. use appropriate blinding)
• Record/measure all possible confounders
• Aim to ensure reproducibility.
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Where might the statistician come in?
2: Biological sample acquisition

General: getting the samples and cells

Units: start with organisms, as in 1, end up with cells

Design: choice of samples, number of samples (biol. rep.),
getting them (selection biases)

Other issues: role of time (cf Case study #2), mode of
sample collection (e.g. blood), preservation, storage, time
before/in storage, …

End result: cell samples
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Where might the statistician come in?
3: Molecular sample (analyte) acquisition

General: Extraction and pretreatment of molecular samples

Units: start with cells, end up with analytes for measuring

Design: nature/amount of replication, designing this stage of the
process (operators, times, equipment, kits, reagent batches)

Other issues: pooling samples? amplification? labelling?

End result: extracted biomolecules (analytes) to be measured
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Cell culture and harvest
Dissection of tissue

RNA Isolation

Amplification

Probe labelling

Hybridization

Other issues:
-- Pooling: single patient vs cell lines
-- Within vs between mouse models

2: Biological sample acquisition

3: Molecular sample (analyte) 
acquisition

4: Assay design
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Some different factors

• Isolation / extraction [Key Dates]:
– Total RNA isolation
– cDNA synthesis
– Submit Date for Hybridization

• Amplification
– Protocols (NuGen vs IVT)
– IVT prep (single vs pooled)
– IVT Date
– Level (1x, 2x, 3x)

• Processing time

• Measured variables:
• %Deg,28SrRNA/18SrRNA
• total RNA start amt (µg)
•  RNA quality
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Olfactory bulb experiment: plotted are log ratios.
3 sets of Anterior vs Dorsal performed on different days
#10 and #12 were from the same RNA isolation and amplification
#12 and #18 were from different dissections and amplifications
All 3 data sets were labeled separately before hybridization

RNA isolation and amplification
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cDNA labeling
• 3 sets of log ratios from self-self hybridizations in two-channel arrays

(cerebellum vs cerebellum)
• Data 1 and Data 2 were labeled together and hybridized on two slides

separately.
• Data 3 were labeled separately.

Data 1 Data 1

Da
ta

 2

Da
ta

 3
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Where might the statistician come in?
4: Assay design

General: preparing to run the assays

Units: analytes

Design: assigning analytes to components of the technology,
including pairing in two-channel microarrays (direct vs
common reference, etc, Kerr & Churchill, Mukherjee,
Tsai/Liao/Chai, Glonek & Solomon, etc), also in iTRAQ, use of
arrays in Illumina (cf. Andy Lynch later), allocating samples to
runs in Affymetrix…

Other issues: dealing with other attributes, e.g. likely extent of
differences to be found (esp for common reference)

End result: a virtual experiment, to be executed in the real world
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Inappropriate reference
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Where might the statistician come in?
 5: Assay execution

General: this is perhaps the most crucial role for the statistician,
also the hardest, and the most neglected.

Units: analytes to be measured.

Design: Allocating samples to different runs in iTRAQ data.
Random allocation of samples to mass spec or hyb runs.
Randomization on date of hyb or hyb batch, etc etc.

Other issues: having QC to tell what’s going on
End result: A plan for the assays which avoids bias and

confounding
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Where might the statistician come in?
6: Analysis

Making sure we are answering the primary questions of
interest, if there are any. Perhaps doing it.

Rescuing the scientist from disaster if necessary, and if
possible.
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Assay Execution & follow-up QC

Illumina chip
Date of hyb
RNA quality
Technician

One of many
possible QC
plots.
Is Tech a
problem
here?
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A biological or medical scientist (PI) may approaches a
statistician at any phase during the life cycle of a microarray
experiment.

Case A (1) Pre-acquisition

PI’s goal: Determine genes that regulates between Type I and
Type II cells in lung.

Statistician involvement: Plan an appropriate G/P/M
experiment, determining the appropriate platform.

Comments: Statisticians are often not involved at this phase of
the experimental design.

In practice …
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Case B (2 or 3): Molecular sample (analyte) acquisition

PI’s goal: Performing an microarray experiment to determine
cell markers between Type I and Type II cells?

Statistician involvement: Plan an appropriate microarray
experiment addressing questions:
How many replicates should I generate for each sample?
How should I generate my replicates?
Pooled vs unpooled?

Comments/assumptions: Good collaboration often sees
statisticians involved at this phase of the experimental design.
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Case C (4) Assay design

PI’s goal: We have 4 Type I samples and 4 Types II samples
using two-color long-oligo platform and how should I go about
performing an experiment?

Statistician involvement: Plan an efficient and appropriate
microarray experiment for execution.

Comment: Good collaboration often sees statisticians involved
at this phase of the experimental design.
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Hypothetical ex for discussion now or later

PI’s goal: To determine DE genes between Type I and Type II cells with
the following conditions:

Conditions [Sample]:
        2 treatments (Type I and Type II samples)

6 time points (E18, E20, E21, D4, D10, Adult)
4 replicates at each conditions.

Conditions [Affymetrix]:
- 4 hybridizations per “hybridization run”.
- One hyb-station performing 2 to 3 runs (am, pm) per day.

Conditions [2-color]:
- 6 simultaneous hybridizations per day
- Each print-run contains approx 200 arrays.

Assumptions: Short time frame

Complication: Additional time point at a later date??

Statistician involvement:
How to design an experiment to provide the best control over the

various confounders?
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